BEST PRACTICES WHEN IMPLEMENTING COMPREHENSIVE RESEARCH COMPLIANCE APPLICATIONS

A successful software implementation includes a lot of moving parts. The University of Washington, a top 5 research enterprise, learned these valuable lessons during their Huron Research Suite implementations of Click IRB and Click IACUC.

- **MORE INTERACTION**: Over communicate with your stakeholders
- **PRIORITIZE RELATIONSHIP-BUILDING**: No us-versus-them mentality
- **REMEMBER THE BIG PICTURE**: Try your best to avoid tunnel vision and check your roadmap regularly
- **ASSUME POSITIVE INTENT**: Approach communication among your stakeholders with positivity
- **TAKE ACCOUNTABILITY**: Ensure that those involved are understanding the process

Learn more about the Huron Research Suite for your organization, and subscribe to our weekly Clinical Research Management Briefing newsletter.

Watch our webinar *Winning Strategies for Research Application Adoption*